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FOREWORD

The Safety Digest is a monthly report from the Safety Division,
U. S. Army Materiel Command. Its purpose is to disseminate
information which can materially influence and improve safety
programs at all Command establishments.

Technical articles are intended to supplement technical know-
ledge as well as the practical knowledge gained through experi-
ence, and to provide a basis for the further refinement of
safety measures already incorporated in operating procedures
and process layout. To achieve a maximum effectiveness, the
Safety Digest should be given a widespread circulation at each
establishment.

Articles appearing in the Safety Digest are unclassified and
not copyrighted; and may be reproduced as desired in order to
bring pertinent accident prevention information to the atten-
tion of all employees.

Any unclassified material that is felt to be of interest or
benefit to other establisTunentsTs welcome for inclusion In
the Safety Digest" This may include safety promotional

,

administrative, or engineering ideas. Whenever possible,
include pictures, charts, drawings, and illustrations that tend
to clarify and heighten interest in your presentation. Send
submissions for review to: Commanding Officer, U. S. Army
Materiel Command Field Safety Agency, Charlestown, Indiana.
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Have you checked to see just what it is costing you and your organization
for eye injuries?

The National Safety Council has just completed and published their 1962
edition of Accident Facts, and the disabling eye injuries for a year
are fantastic.

The National Safety Council states, "Complete reports of occupational
eye injuries are not available, but tabulations made by some state labor
departments indicate an annual total of about 75,000 disabling cases.
Of these, about 2,500 result in permanent impairment ranging from partial
loss of use of one eye to total blindness or even death."

The 75,000 total includes only injuries that were reported as disabling
beyond the day of the accident. If all eye injuries were tabulated,
there would be many more.

Compensable eye injuries total about 35,000 annually according to state
reports. The smaller total results because of the waiting period before
wage compensation payments start. The compensation bill for wages alone
is indicated to be about $35,000,000 a year.

To further emphasize the cost of eye injuries let us look at some
compensation facts to help show the cost per case for eye injuries.

In 1959 Illinois reported 6Ul compensable eye injuries. That was only
1.5 per cent of all compensation claims closed during the year. But the
6Ul injuries carried an average compensation cost of $1,209 each.

In 1959 the Workman* s Compensation report for Ontario handled 1,882
claims for eye injuries. Benefits amounting to $1,611,000 went into
these claims.

Compensation paid by states varies throughout the country. If it were
possible to get an actual tabulation of all claims paid,' we would have
a total that would be staggering.

We have only talked of money up to this point. Human suffering plays
a large part in every accident. Are we going to try and stop these
accidents?

Let*s pretend a worker didn*t use good judgment and disobeyed a plant
rule of wearing his goggles. What could really happen?
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The employee is a machinist working on a lathe. A small piece of metal
shaving flies into his eye. A lens is cracked; that of his eye. Vision
is gone, completely and forever. When the surgeons finish, the eye will be
gone forever.

The next step in the process is for a technician to fit a new plastic eye
to the gaping socket. This eye, like the eye in the photograph, carries
veins and pigments to make it look like the eye that was lost. They may
connect it to the muscle tissue, so that it rotates in unison with the
natural eye that remains.

After a few months of getting accustomed to it, he will be able to wear
it for hours without realizing it is there. Very occasionally it will
cause some pain, but that will last only a short time.

There is one flaw in this entire story: The new eye can*t see.

This is a fictitious story, but it can become a reality at any time any-
where. With this in mind, have you prepared your program to prevent
accidents of this type? The cost of eye protection is not great.

Compensable eye injuries in the state of Pennsylvania have averaged nearly
$1,000 per case in wage compensation. Temporary disabilities have averaged
$120 per case, while permanent disabilities have averaged from $5,200 for
partial disability to over $lii,000 for total disability. These costs are

for wage compensation only; medical expense and other direct and indirect
costs would be in addition.

We have talked of compensation costs, but what can be said about the
injured employee. Here are some of the things that can happen to him:

1. He can lose most of his sense of depth perception.

2. He can lose much of his peripheral vision.

3. Driving a vehicle becomes difficult.

U. Reading for any extended period will be a severe strain.

5. Glasses may be required to help relieve the strain on the

good eye.
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6. Many job opportunities will be closed to this employee who

is handicapped with only one eye.

You can prevent most eye injuries with safety glasses. Having them avail
able isn*t enough. You must have appropriate standards establishing your
eye protection program and insist that workers follow them and use eye
protection at all times.

Is this an expensive program? No. For the cost of compensation for the
loss of one eye you can equip approximately 1,700 employees with safety
glasses. If by emphasizing your eye program you save one eye per year,
you will have made a great step forward in the accident prevention aspect
of your safety program.

Does your program have this ?

Or does your employee have this ?
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SAFETY AWARD
ARMY TANK - AUTOMOTIVE CENTER

Major General Alden K. Sibley, Commanding General, U. S. Army Mobility
Command is shown presenting the Department of the Army Ordnance Corps
Award of Merit for Safety to Brigadier General J. G. Gramzow of the
Army Tank-Aatomotive Center.

The former Ordnance Tank-Aatomotive Command, now Army Tank-Aatomotive
Center, during the period 1 July 1961 through 30 June 1962 attained an
over-all reduction of 66.7 percent in accidents, injuries and costs
per capita. Reductions in the Army Civilian disabling injury frequency
rate from l.U to 0.0 and the Army Motor Vehicle frequency rate from
O.Ji to 0.0 were outstanding achievements. The records of 717,^30
miles driven without an Army motor vehicle accident, and 3,329,350
manhours of Array Civilian exposure without a disabling injury are
noteworthy. This perfect record for FI 1962 and the over-all improve-
ment in the field of accident prevention reflect great credit upon
installation personnel.

In prior years the Ordnance Tank-Automotive Command has received the
following awards for safety: -

FT 1959 - Ordnance Corps Commendation for Safety

FT 1961 - Ordnance Corps Award of Merit
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CURRENT EVENTS

GOOD HUNTING
An enlisted man while hunting off the reservation, left his loaded shotgun
leaning against a fence. He crossed over the fence. When he reached back
to pick up his weapon, the gun discharged and some pellets pierced his
left forearm.

The installation has a planned hunting and firearm safety course. It

is mandatory for those who hunt on the reservation to attend this course.
However, the injured man had not attended the course.

All personnel on the installation will be informed of this accident and
the planned hunting and firearm safety course will be reemphasized.

EXPERIENCED HAND LOSES FINGER

A civilian employee who was an experienced power ripsaw operator was
performing his assigned duties in the box shop of the installation.
He was in the process of ripping 3A inch from a piece of board 1 X 10

inches. A piece of the board previously ripped had lodged in the hold-
down jaw of the guard. He reached behind the guard of the saw while
the saw was in motion to get the piece of board. When he took hold of
the board, the saw caught it and pulled the thumb of his left hand into
the moving saw, amputating the end of his thumb.

This accident was caused by failure of the employee to stop the saw
before attempting to remove the piece of board. All employees involved
in saw operations were reinstructed to always turn the switch off and
wait until the saw has completely stopped before attempting to remove
lodged pieces of board. In addition, all employees were reinstructed
to keep their minds on the duty being performed and to be aware of
hazards involved.
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A MIXED UP MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATOR

An enlisted man was on leave in order that he could take care of his
children while his wife received medical treatment. After six days, the
enlisted man visited the NCO Club and two bars in the surrounding
area. In these bars he brought attention to himself by creating a
disturbance. The owner of one tavern called the police. However,
before the police arrived the enlisted man had left the tavern and
proceeded to drive his car out of the city; this was determined to be
shortly after midnight.

The next morning his car was discovered upside down at the bottom of
a 20-feet high bank. Tire marks left at the scene indicated that the
driver apparently went to sleep or lost consciousness while driving
at a high rate of speed. After the vehicle left the roadway it flew
through the air for a distance of over 200 feet before striking the
ground. The vehicle was completely demolished. The driver received
an open fracture of the right femur and multiple contusions, lacera-
tions and abrasions.

In order to reduce such unnecessary accidents, continuous warnings
are being given to personnel on the hazards of reckless driving,
and the effects of intoxication and fatigue upon safe driving pro-
cedures.

*********

METAL SHEARS - WRONG MATERIAL

A civilian employee was operating metal shear, 16 gage capacity,

shearing narrow strips of sheet metal. Employee was wearing gloves,
with his hand extended around end of blade and also clear of blade.

When machine was activated, his finger was caught between the frame
supporting the blade and base of the machine, amputating the first
joint of third finger left hand. The guard on machine covered the

top blade but did not cover the area around the end of top frame and
base.

Injured employee had been operating shears for ten (10) years. How-
ever, he was shearing small pieces of sheet metal from a small piece

of stock in order to conserve material. He had been cautioned pre-
viously to scrap small pieces. All personnel were directed not to use

stock so small as to be dangerous to the employee operating the machine.

Guards have been installed around ends of blade frame to include all

moving portions of the machine.
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POSTER CREDIT SYSTEM

The following poster credit system has been established in connection
with AMC Regulation 385-8, Safety Promotional Material.

The poster credit system is based on the following formula and policies:

1. Five poster credits per month will be allowed each installation
and/or activity for every 150 Active Army and Army Civilian personnel
assigned. Strength will be determined by using Active Army man-days
and Army Civilian employee man-hours reported to the AMC Field Safety
Agency on the monthly Summary of Accident Exposure, DA Form 2398. After
the initial credit allocation, based on the 31 December 1962 strength,
reallocations of poster credits will be made at the end of each fiscal
year.

2. Organizations with strength of less than 600 will be allowed
monthly poster credits as follows:

Four hundred to 599 - 20 credits

Three hundred to 399 - 15 credits

One hundred fifty to 299 - 10 credits

One hundred forth-nine or less - 5 credits

3. When an installation has tenant organizations, total population
will be used to determine the number of poster credits for the installa-
tion. In these instances, the housing installation will make an appropri-
ate distribution of the posters provided free of charge by AMC.

4. Contractor-operated installations with limited numbers of
assigned Active Army and Army Civilian personnel are not assigned poster
credits. Safety promotional material provided by the contractor will be
available to meet their needs.

5. When AMC activities are tenants on the installations of other
Army command installations, they should obtain posters from the housing
installation.

Poster credits will allow the ordering activity to requisition various
sized posters on a monthly basis as follows:

1. One A poster (size 8%” x 11%") is equal to one poster credit.

2. One B poster (size 17" x 23") is equal to two and one-half
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poster credits.

3„ One C poster (size 25" x 38") is equal to five poster credits.

The monthly order may include an assortment of posters. When ordering
posters, activities should take care that the National Safety Council
poster number suffix (i.e.. A, B, C) is consistent with the size poster
desired. Errors may result in reduced quantities when the order exceeds
the amount of poster credits allowed.

One installation requisition in duplicate covering all requirements
should be forwarded to reach the AKC Field Safety Agency not later than
the first day of the month preceding the month in which the material
will be used; e.g., materials required in March must be listed on
requisitions received at the AMC Field Safety Agency by 1 February.
Requisitions received after the first day of the month will be included
in the following month’s procurement order, since orders will only be
placed monthly.

The AMC Field Safety Agency will edit monthly requisitions and procure
safety promotional material within the limits of available funds.
Promotional material (exclusive of posters) will be distributed automati-
cally by the AMC Field Safety Agency on the basis of relative installation
personnel exposure. Any additional requirements must be met by local
purchase with installation funds (paragraph 5, AMC Regulation 385-8).

k k k k k k

ACCIDENTS DUE TO "TAILGATING”
Thirteen percent of all highway traffic accidents result from the
dangerous practice called "tailgating", according to Thomas N. Boate,
manager of the Accident Prevention Department of the Association of
Casualty and Surety Companies.

"The frequency of this type of accident is exceeded only by those caused
by failing to yield the right of way or speeding", Mr. Boate said.

In a new accident prevention leaflet, ACSC outlines the skills that will
help motorists avoid the "tailgating" pitfall even under the most trying
traffic conditions.

Bulletin - American Association of

Motor Vehicle Administrators
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HARMFUL EFFECTS OF NOISE

Audible sound is produced when a moving object causes pressure varia-

tions with component frequencies that can be detected by the ear.

Sound waves having frequencies between 16 cycles per second and 20,000

cycles per second may be perceived as "sound" by the average young

person; the most sensitive range being between 500 and 5000 cycles per

second. A misconception is that pressure variations, when plotted

against time, must take the form of a sine curve to be heard. Only

the simplest sustained musical tones, the hum or whine of motors and

the vowels of speech approach true sinusoidal character.

The ear responds to a wide range of intensities within the audible

frequency range. In the sensitive frequency range, the ear can

tolerate a sound intensity which is one trillion ( 1 , 000 , 000 ,
000 , 000)

times as great as that which it can barely detect. Sound intensity

can be determined mathematically by means of the following formula:

2 2
I = P I - intensity (watts/cm, )

DV
2

P - sound pressure (dynes/cm. )

D = density of air (grams/cm.

V = velocity of sound (cm. /sec.)

To cover the wide range of intensities to which the ear is sensitive,
it is convenient to use decibel units; the decibel being defined
mathematically as equal to 10 times the logarithm of the upper limit
to the lower limit of sound intensities (10 log I2/I). If an intensity
of 10~*6 watts/cm. ^ is taken as the threshold of hearing, one can speak
of a sound being so many "decibels above the threshold," which is

generally shortened to so many "decibels."

Noise embraces those sounds which are audibly unpleasant by virtue
of their loudness, their pitch or their quality. Most noises are
essentially of variable pitch and include components distributed
throughout the audible frequency range.

Noise can be both annoying and injurious. Annoyance has not been
accurately measured, however, it is known to increase with frequency.
Typical effects of sound levels at frequencies in the order of 1000
cycles per second are shown below:

Threshold of painful feeling - 120 decibels - Thunder, artillery
firing
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Deafening - 110 decibels
- 100 decibels

Very loud _ 90 decibels
- 80 decibels

Loud _ 70 decibels
- 60 decibels

Moderate 50 decibels
- 40 decibels

Faint _ 30 decibels
- 20 decibels

Very faint - 10 decibels

- Elevated train, nearby riveter
- Boiler factory, loud street noise

- Noisy factory, truck without muffler
- Noisy office, police whistle

- Average Street noise, average radio
- Average factory, noisy home

- Average office, average conversation
- Quiet home, private office

- Quiet conversation
- Rustle of leaves, whisper

- Sound-proof room

Threshold of hearing

0 decibels

Sounds at 900 to 1000 cycles per second must be increased to the region
of 100 decibels above the threshold of hearing if they are to leave any
marked and measurable after effects on ability to hear. Even then the
effects are generally of short duration, although for a few seconds the
threshold may be raised some 20 decibels. Similar effects can be
produced by sounds of less intensity if frequencies are higher. Converse-
ly, greater intensities are required for lesser frequencies. Prolonged
exposure to noise levels which ordinarily cause only temporary impairment
may produce inner ear inflammation and permanent deafness.

Since the ear is less sensitive in the low frequency region and high
frequencies are more annoying, a reasonable job of noise control often
consists only of lowering the frequencies of the sound source without
appreciably changing the intensity level. Some other methods of control
are: removing or altering the primary source of noise, reducing the
effectiveness of the transmission paths and quieting. The general pro-
cedure for removing or altering the primary source is to seek out the

vibrating surface responsible for the noise production and attempt to

prevent effective radiation of sound from the surface to the outside
air by altering the design. If redesigning is impractical, vibrations

may be reduced by application of lagging or other forms of viscous
damping or vibration isolation (preventing the vibration of one portion
of the machine from setting into vibration other portions of the machine
which may be more effective radiators of sound). The most effective
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method of reducing the effectiveness of transmission paths is to use
felt, cork, rubber or springs in machinery mountings or to use alter-
nate lead and cork sheeting, or similar materials at masonry junctions.
The use of common acoustical surface absorbents for reduction of sound
radiation is widespread. It should be pointed out that this does not
reduce radiation but absorbs sound which has been radiated. This is

known as quieting.

It is not the purpose of this article to have supervision at Army
Materiel Command establishments rush blindly into the complex problem
of noise control. Rather, it is hoped that this somewhat general
information will provide a basis for determining if certain operations
at your establishment are too noisy. If you have operations which are
excessively noisy or operations which you believe to be excessively
noisy, assistance in correcting these conditions or determining if they
exist may be obtained from the Army Environmental Hygiene Agency by
letter request, forwarded through the appropriate ZI Army commander
and The Surgeon General (in accord with paragraph 3, AMC Regulation
385-7).

* * * * *

WANTED: FACTS ON FLAMMABLE FRAMES
Eyeglass frames made of nitrocellulose, a flammable plastic, have been
reported recently as a source of severe burns and property loss.
Contact with a lighted match or cigarette can cause these plastic
frames to ignite.

At present, less than 2 percent of all plastic frames made in this
country are nitrocellulose plastic, and soon all new frames will be
made of the slower-burning plastics. The hazard lies in the influx
of imported eyeglass frames, almost all of which are made of nitro-
cellulose.

In order to document this problem, the National Safety Council, in
cooperation with the National Fire Protection Association, is collect-
ing data on fires, burns, and similar accidents in which plastic eye-
glass frames were a factor. All such data should be forwarded to:
Marshall Petersen, National Safety Council, 425 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago 11, Illinois.
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CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS ON CUTANEONS
EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH CURING EPOXY RESINS

Epoxy resins are rigid, thermostable plastics employed in the formulation
of adhesives, sealing liquids, cold solders, castings laminates, and
coatings. Because of these qualities, they not only have been applied
widely in Army industrial operations but also have been utilized by
hobbyists and do-it-yourself workers. It is in the working of these
materials, rather than in the handling of the final products, that hazardous
exposures are apt to occur. The U. S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency
assists in establishing a controlled safety program where hazards exist.

The following data from an article by D. J. Birmingham, M. D. in the March
1959 issue of "A.M.A. Archives of Industrial Health,” is based on clinical
observations of cutaneous effects due to the working of epoxy resins.

During the last 6 years or since epoxy resins were introduced to American
industry we have had an opportunity to observe many cases of contact derma-
titis due to handling these resins or their amine hardeners. Some epoxy
resins are irritants, sensitizers, or both, but the major problem in hand-
ling these materials occurs from the di- or triamine curing agents which
are, for the most part, irritants and sensitizers.

Potentially hazardous exposures occur in successive industrial operations
(through inhalation and skin contact)

:

a. Mixing. When mixing the resin with the hardener, contact may be
made with the basic components or their vapors.

b. Molding. Some workers mold the material while wearing gloves;
others use no protection whatsoever; rarely are the face and neck covered.

c. Cleansing With Solvents. Cleansing the tools in solvents and
at the same time removing the resin from the gloves or the skin constitutes
a distinct hazard. The resin tends to concentrate in the solvent container;
a workman washing resin from his skin in this fashion unwittingly deposits
a film of resin on the skin.

d. Grinding, Drilling, or Sanding. Often the hardener-resin mixture
is successively alternated with layers of Fiberglas cloth to construct a

mold or form. Grinding, drilling, or sanding the cast or molded laminates
creates a hazard of contact with minute particles of Fiberglas. A mechani-
cal dermatitis can occur when slugs of glass become inbedded in the exposed

layers of the skin. This is not an allergic dermatitis, but simply a

foreign body reaction giving rise to irritation, itching, scratching, and

frequently, secondary infection.
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REFERENCE SOURCES IN OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE

Many uncured epoxy resins can be handled without ill effect, but those

of the lower molecular weights have irritant properties. Almost all

amines are irritants and sometimes sensitizers. Their high pH (13-lU)

damages the keratin or at least severely weakens this protective layer of

the skin. At the same time, surface lipid is readily removed. Further
insult occurs from contact with ketones. The additional alkali effect of

most industrial cleansers, along with the amines and solvents, lead to

marked redness and dryness of the skin. A dermatosis of varying degrees
usually results. There have been complaints that contact with the fumes
caused not only a dermatitis of the face, eyelids, and neck, but also asth-
matic symptoms from breathing the amine contaminated air.

For personnel concerned with occupational medical problems, the following
technical publications prepared by the U. S. Army Environmental Hygiene
Agency are available upon request to: Commanding Officer, U. S. Army
Environmental Hygiene Agency, Army Chemical Center, Maryland:

a. Solvent Index.

b. Standing Operating Procedures - Industrial Hygiene Sampling.

c. Periodic Physical Examination - Lead Workers.

d. Ventilation Standards for Use in Conducting Industrial Hygiene
Surveys of Army Industrial Installations.

e. Control of Health Hazards at Vapor-Degreasing Machines.

f. Industrial Medical and Hygiene Considerations - Nitroglycerine
Operations.

g. Wet Bulb - Globe Temperature Handbook.

h. Recommendations for the Control of Beryllium Hazards.

i. Summary of Current Information on Hypersonic and Ultrasonic Hazards.

j. Occupational Health Service Guide.

k. Reference List of Books on Occupational Health.

l. "Teflon" - Health Hazards.

m. Occupational Vision and Illumination Guide.

n. Protection of Personnel in Hot and Cold Climatic Chambers.

The Surgeon General Professional and
Administrative Guidance Material TB-12

13 1 December 1962



AVAILABILITY OF PENTOLITE CHARGES

Department of the Navy, Bureau of Naval Weapons is the central source

of supply for standard pentolite charges to be used in explosives

hazard characteristics testing required by TB 700-2, 31 July 1962.

The charges are expected to be available during May 1963 and can be

furnished to using government agencies upon proper request to Chief,

Bureau of Naval Weapons. Unit costs for these charges are: 8"

diameter x 2h" long cones - $15, U" diameter x 12” long cones - $10,

and 2 n diameter x 1” long pellet - $2.$0.

Requirements for these pentolite charges should be submitted as soon

as possible so that planning can be accomplished to assure an adequate

supply of charges for all agencies.

ODDS AND ENDS
Here are some of the latest hazards you may not be familiar with.

Electric Toothbrushes

If you drop one of these brushes in water, then plunge your hand in to

retrieve it, you could receive a deadly jolt. Many of these brushes are
not well insulated and can "leak11 electrical charges into the water c

However, a toothbrush that is operated by batteries and is plugged into
a wall socket only for recharging is perfectly safe.

Hair Spray

Some of these are highly flammable. A woman last winter was using hair
spray from an aerosol can in a bathroom where a heating stove and water
heater were operating. The vapors from the spray ignited, and soon the
whole bathroom was in flames. The woman suffered severe burns and died
two days later. You should not, I repeat, should not use hair spray
while smoking or around flames.

Car Batteries

Putting a flame or spark near a car battery may cause it to explode. A
man in Wyoming couldn' t see in the dark to check the water of his car

battery, so he struck a match. The battery exploded, throwing acid in

his eyes. Another man in Pennsylvania, to test whether his battery was
charging, ran a file across the two terminals. The resultant sparks
caused the battery to blow up. He suffered acid burns.

A battery while charging generates hydrogen gas that can build up near
the opening at the top of the battery. The least spark supplied by

flame or electricity, can create an explosion. Therefore, smoking,
making an arc, or striking a flame near a battery is dangerous.

Ill

U. S. Army Electronics Support Agency
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey



OFF - THE - JOB SAFETY

"What is off-the-job safety?" The answer, by definition, may be said
to be "an extension of on-job safety practices, procedures, and training
with special emphasis on avoiding hazards common to everyday living."
This, of course, covers a very wide field of exposure to accidental
injury and property damage. If we were
however, we would find that, like the "

ized and simplified. In all instances
elements in both areas. For examples

to analyze "off-the-job safety,"
on- job" exposure, it can be catagor-
there are the same accident producing

ON JOB OFF JOB

Falls Stairs, Ladders, Objects Stairs, Ladders, Objects, Trees

Flammable

s

Insecticides, Paints,
Oils, Solvents, Greases

Cleaning Fluids, Insect Sprays,
Paints, Thinners. Gasoline

Moving
Machinery

Lathes, Grinders,
Drills, Mimeographs,
Air Driven Tools

Lawn Mowers, Foodmixers, Tillers,
Automobile engines, drills

Hand Tools Wrenches, Hammers,
Pipe Cleaners, Saws

Shovels, Hammers, Chisels, Pliers,
Shears, Proners

The list can go on and on but it is plain that the basic factors remain the
same, only the circumstances are different. The fact is also plain that a

fall from a ladder at work and a fall from a ladder at home are still falls
from ladders and either can be a serious accident. The lessons learned
about safety on-the-job can, and should, be applied at home. There are
differences, however, as everyone can testify. On-the-job ladders, for
example are in A-l shape (are^t they?) and a ladder used at home may be in
need of repair or may be makeshift. The solvent used at work is in a safety
can (isn*t it?) and that at home may be in a bottle, jug, or tin can. The
difference between the two could mean a major injury; and the worker injured
at home is just as hurt, or just as dead, as if he was at work at the time
of the accident.

This assumption naturally leads to the question on the part of the employer
as to "how extensive should the off-job safety program be?" The answer, of
course, is neither clear cut nor simple. A lot of it will depend on how
extensive the safety program is "at work." Does it really mean anything to
supply a new ladder to a crew if there is no way to be sure it remains in
good condition? If the workman who uses the equipment isn*t fully indoctri-
nated in the proper use and care of his tools "at work," chances are he
becomes lax in maintaining it and feels the same toward his home use equip-
ment. The worker on the job is, to his supervisor, as the school child is
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to his teacher. Those things that each learn "on-the-job” are put into
practice at home. Sloppy performance in the shop or the class room will
forecast a similar attitude at home. Through the creation of good work
habits (the supervisors* responsibility) a "Built-in" safety attitude
will almost certainly result in fewer off-the- job accidents. This doesn*t
mean being "tough” about the enforcement of safety regulations. It does
mean that a clear understanding of the safety rules must be had by all and
that the violation of the rules will mean disciplinary action against the
offender

.

With so much emphasis placed on the "at work” safety program and more
"off-the- job safety" being promoted, the employer may well ask "Is it

economically worth while to promote off-the-job safety?" In order to answer
that it is necessary to examine a few statistics. For example: There are
more than twice as many wage earners killed "off-the-job” as there are
killed "on-the-job.”* The National Safety Council reports that, "in I960,
nearly seven out of ten deaths and more than half of the injuries occurred
off the job.” Workers injured off the job represent an indirect loss to

industry of over 50 million man days a year. Such time would have been
spent in production and, of course, would not have caused a reshuffling
of other workers to "fill in" on the job which creates a production lag
and a consequent loss in profit. Also, the injured worker may not be able
to return to his regular duties if the injury was of a permanent nature.
This would necessitate the reshuffle of employees, the placement of the
injured and another production lag until the workers involved became
acclimated to their new operation.

Off the job injuries, then, can cause loss to the employer and also reduces
the gross national product. The National Safety Council calculations show
that, "nearly $150,000,000,000 of sales are required to pay industry*s cost

of work accidents, assuming an average profit on sales of 3%. If a company*

s

profit margin is 5^, they would need sales of $20,000 to pay for every
$1,000 worth of accident costs. With a low profit margin, $10,000,000 of

sales would be required to pay for $100,000 of accident costs.

One service of the Army sustained total dollar losses of $2,750,035 for

one twelve-month period of which S0% were from fatalities and injuries,
computed only on the direct cost. (The remaining 50$ occurred from fires
and other property damage.) Had the organization referred to been engaged

in a business which depended on a profit it would have been necessary to

increase their sales by $55 , 000,000 to offset the monetary loss (based on
a high profit earning of 5%), The question now becomes, not "is it eco-
nomically worth while to promote off-the-job safety," but, "What percent-
age of our budget should we earmark for safety?"

The most logical approach for prevention of off-the-job accidents is to

bolster the on- job safety program through:

^Accident Facts, 1961, National Safety Council
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TRAINING

A planned program with classes of instruction, complete with training
aids and devices, on-the-job instruction and special demonstrations.
Not just a film once in a while and a few posters slapped on a wall.

PRIDE

Maintenance of a work place and equipment in which the employee may take
pride

.

HABIT

A general campaign to build safe work habits among the various employees
and a concentrated effort to indoctrinate the supervisor in promoting
safe habits and practices among his subordinates.

BANISHMENT OF "CALCULATED RISKS’*

Banishment of "calculated risks" when consideration is given to construc-
tion, production and other work problems.

KNOWIEDGE

A constant educational program through short safety talks, specialized
campaigns based on analysis of accident experience, promotional materials
(such as pay check slips, windshield flyers, etc.) and strict attention
by the supervisor to safe practices of his employees.

AWARDS

An effective safety awards program to reward personnel for their contri-
butions to installation safety.

In the final analysis, a strong, well orientated and directed safety
program "on-the-job" with some specifically directed reminders and pro-
motional materials for "off-the-job" safety precautions will do much to
foster safe thinking and safety in practice for all employees away from
the job.
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EXPLOSIVES

SAFETY .

UNSAFE PRACTICES

INVOLVING EXPLOSIVE SHIPMENTS

The following unsafe practices involving the shipping of explosives have
come to the attention of the U. S. Array Missile Command.

a. Nails driven into the sides and ends of a wooden container which
contained explosive components. The nails were used to fasten cleats over
the protective tarpaulins utilized with open body trucks and trailers.

b. Nails driven into similar containers to hold classification
placards in place.

A future change to Section 22, CRDM 7-22U, Ordnance Safety Manual will
prohibit such practices. The following additional requirements also will
be included in Section 22:

a. "Whenever tarpaulins are used for covering explosives, they shall
be secured by means of rope or wire tiedowns."

b. "Placards designating explosive classification shall be secured,
in the appropriate locations, directly to the equipment transporting the

explosives. If the transporting vehicle involved is provided with placard
mounting boards, the explosive classification placards shall be secured
to these boards."
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DEADLY REJECTS

Personnel were reworking rejected flare candles in a room of minimal
working space. This work involved the removal of three (3) felt strips
which were parallel to the longitudinal axes of the candles. After the
operator removed three strips of felt, three thinner felt strips were
glued on by the application of a bead of nitrocellulose dissolved in
acetone. The candle was permitted to dry for approximately ten (10)

minutes and then gaged by passing it through the gage which was
actually the aluminum can in which the flare candles would be placed.
One operator would normally place the completed candle to his left in
a pile behind a barricade. Operator A was glueing felt on to the candle
and then gaging them. Operator B was cutting felts. A third operator
was out of the room to obtain additional work. During operations one
candle ignited. Within two (2) minutes about thirty-four (3U) additional
candles were ignited. The fire spread to a can of volitile material
causing it to explode. Operators A and B were fatally burned. Ten (10)
other employees in the building sustained various injuries. One employee
in another building when hearing the explosion, fainted and struck her
head on a desk as she fell.

The effects of the deflagration were generally confined to one room
causing considerable damage to the walls, doors, utilities and equipment.
There was glass and window damage to adjacent rooms. Equipment and
property damage amounted to more than $15,000.

Investigation of this accident found that:

1. The accidental ignition of the candle was caused by either static
discharge or friction from one of the following sources:

a. Operator A could have generated a large electrostatic charge
upon his person since he was wearing woolen trousers and the humidity
was low . This charge could have ignited the acetone-air mixture in the
dispenser or directly to a candle held in his hand to the grounded hood
as he placed the item behind it for storage.

b. One of the candles could have been ignited by abrasion;
i.e., by rubbing it on the side of the hood or shield as it was being
placed in storage.

c. One of the candles could have been dropped or rolled off
the rounded edge of the loading table.

2. The following specific violations of procedures or conditions
existed at the time of the accident:
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a. Operator A was improperly clothed; i.e., wearing wool trousers
and heavy underwear.

b. Operator B was wearing a hearing aid.

c. Approximately forty crimped Boom Assemblies for a 37mm Spotting
Round had remained in the room from the previous days operation. In addition,
an explosive powder can and a flammable adhesive compound were present in
the far end of Room.

d. No SOP* 8 existed for the specific operation being performed in
this Room.

3. The following deleterious conditions and practices were existent
at the time of the accident:

a. Room in which the items were being loaded, had no humidity
control.

b. There was no barrier on the table edge to prevent the candles
from falling.

c. The working space for the operating personnel was minimal.

d. A Building Laboratory Office for research personnel was
immediately adjacent to experimental loading and pressing facilities.

Recommendations :

1. That the specific operation of removing felt from candles be
discontinued until more positive safety measures are established.

2. That prior to reinitiating the flare assembly operations, necessary

measures should be taken to minimize handling of candles in such a way as to

be unsusceptable to static discharge or abrasive action. Specific action
should be taken in regard to:

a. Insuring conductivity of safety shoes.

b. Insuring only cotton clothing is worn by operators.

c. Insuring only non-sparking devices are utilized by operators.

d. Insuring adequate work space is available for this operation.

e. Providing written instructions to operators on the rework operation.

f . Insuring extraneous hazardous materials be removed prior to

starting an operation with explosives.

3. That a means of relative humidity control be required for this and

similar operations.
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ENGINEERING FOR SAFETY

In the pursuit of his duties, the Safety Engineer at an installation is

confronted with a seemingly endless series of challenges. He must possess
enough knowledge of the numerous engineering professions, coupled with
sound judgment, to be capable of analyzing for safety all types of opera-
tions within his realm of responsibility.

He must be able to assist various other engineers in equipment design,
building construction, overall operations layout, and the like to assure
that preservation of life and protection of property is assured.

For maximum success the safety engineer must provide his services when
anything new is contemplated and when the project is in the planning
stage. After-the-fact safety engineering is an extravagance which command
cannot afford.

The following photographs show an example of inadequate safety engineering
which resulted in one injury. The operation involved destruction of fuzes
in a newly designed and constructed furnace. (Figure 1.)

Prior to the incident, two burnings had been accomplished and the furnace
was then changed for the third time. Thirty minutes after the last fuze
was inserted into the furnace, the burners were cut off and personnel
moved in to examine the results.

While inspectors were standing near a small opening in the furnace
(where a burner was located and the small door where molten metal was
tapped (Figure 2)), one of the fuzes in the furnace detonated. Small frag-
ments were sprayed through the burner opening and the loose fitting metal
tapping door (Figure 3) . One inspector standing near the openings in the
furnace (Figure 2) received fragment wounds in his left shoulder and chest.

If the furnace and its operations had been adequately engineered for
safety:

a. Openings in the furnace would have been designed to prevent escape
of fragments from exploding fuzes. Figure U shows modification (locally)
of the burners to reduce the probability of fragment escape.

b. Means would have been provided for continuous unmanned or remote
control removal of molten metal.

c. Operating procedures would have prohibited removal of material from
the furnace until adequate cooling had been assured.

If you have or are about to have an operation that has not been safety
engineered, consult your Safety Director. He can help youi
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Figure 4 Furnace Burner Modification
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Persons engaged in accident prevention work for the Army must be able to

recognize practices and conditions that are unsafe and to make prompt
reference to authoritative information on a wide range of special subjects.
Here is an opportunity to check your ready knowledge of what to do under
ten different sets of circumstances. The correct answers and references
are found on pages 29 and 30 .

1. When hydrostatic test of high pressure hose is being conducted, what
is the minimum time test pressure must be maintained?

Answer:

Reference:

2. You are using 1, 1, 1, Trichloroethane
,
Technical (Methyl Chfloroform)

inhibited, to clean equipment. Is this solvent considered flammable?

Answer:

Reference:

3. What precautions should be used at a railroad grade crossing at an

installation during periods of heavy traffic?

Answer

:

Reference:
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k. In the manufacture of nitroglycerin, is it permissible to enter

acid areas with nitroglycerin?

Answsr:

Reference:

5. What standards shall be met if electrical equipment is installed

within 20 feet of paint spray booths?

Answer:

Reference:

6. What is the strength of sisal rope as compared to that of manila
rope?

Answer:

Reference:

7. Would an explosion proof electrical motor, which has been approved
for a Class I, group C exposure, be acceptable for Class I, group D
exposure?

Answer

:

Reference:

8. What is the maximum quantity (in millicuries) of radium that may be
packed in one outside container for shipment by rail freight, rail
e>q?ress or highway?

Answer:

Reference:

9. You have an order to ship WP and HE loaded ammunition. May these
be shipped in the same motor vehicle?

Answer:

Reference:

10. What are some of the factors which must be considered when establish-
ing materials (explosives) limits for an operation?

Answer:

Reference:
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SUPPLEMENTARY DIRECTIVES

AMC Regulation 385-1

Change 1

21 November 1962

Safety Responsibilities

AMC Regulation 385-2
Change 1

2 November 1962

Accident Reporting - Routing of
Required Reports

AMC Regulation 385-5 Safety - Awards Program
Change 1, 25 Sept 1962
Change 2, 31 Dec 1962

AMC Regulation 385-8
6 November 1962

Safety Promotional Material

AMC Regulation 385-9
21 November 1962

Processing Radioactive Material
License Applications

AMC Regulation 385-10 Safety Training in Civilian Institutions
26 November 1962

AMC Regulation 385-11
27 November 1962

Protective Clothing and Equipment

AMC Regulation 385-12
31 December 1962

Safety - Verification of Safety of
Materiel from Development through
Testing and Supply to Disposition

AR 15-22
31 October 1962

Boards, Commissions and Committees -

Nuclear Weapon Accident Investigation
Board (CONUS)

AR 15-76
15 November 1962

Boards, Commissions and Committees -

United States Army Board for Aviation
Accident Research

AR 385-55
4 December 1962

Safety - Prevention of Motor Vehicle
Accidents

TRAINING PUBLICATIONS

Civilian Personnel Pamphlet 41-B-10 - Supervisor Development Program

24 August 1962

DA Pamphlet 385-1

August 1962

Unit Safety Management
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Just in case the answers to the questions on pages 26 and 27 slipped

your mind, here they are. The names of the referenced publications are

stated the first time they appear.

1. Test pressure should be maintained for a minimum of one minute.

Reference: Paragraph 8f (9) , TB ENG 2li0.

2. Yes. It is somewhat flammable.

Reference: Paragraph 2 (see note) TB 9-263.

3. During periods when crossings are heavily travelled (shift changes),
a traffic patrolman should be assigned to control vehicular and
pedestrian traffic.

Reference: Paragraph 2105a, QRDM 7-22U.

U. No, nitroglycerin, except for the small amount dissolved in spent
acid, shall not be allowed to enter the acid area.

Reference: Paragraph 16, GRDM 7-226.

5. Paragraph 1211 a(l)(b), CRDM 7-22U, and requirements of Class I,

group D installations for hazardous locations, National Electrical

Code.

6. Sisal rope of good quality is only about 67 percent as strong as

manila rope.

Reference: Paragraph 909, CRDM 7-22U.
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7 . Tes, but not vice versa.

References Paragraph 603 e(6)(b), CRDM 7-221*.

8. 2000 millicuries.

References Agent T. C. George*s Tariff No. 13, Section 73.391.

9. No. WP and HE loaded ammunition shall not be shipped in the same
motor vehicle.

References Paragraph 2208, CRDM 7-221*.

10.

a. Operation timing.
b. Transportation methods.
c. Chemical properties of the material.
d. Physical properties of the material and size of the item.

References Paragraph 1601, CRDM 7-221*.

N.J. STATE HEADLIGHT REGULATION

Motorists are again reminded that the New Jersey State Motor Vehicle
and Traffic Regulation requires headlights - not parking lights - be
turned on when the vehicle is moving.

Title 39, Motor Vehicles and Traffic Regulation, Paragraph 39s 3-1*6:

"When lighted lamps are required" means at any time from a half-hour after
sunset to a half hour before sunrise and at any other time when there is

"*

not sufficient light to render clearly discernible persons and vehicles on
the highway at a distance of five hundred feet ahead .
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EYES...
On the Spot!

You Only Have

One Pair To

Lose

SAFETY IS EVERYBODY'S JOB

!


